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A differential Lyapunov framework
for contraction analysis

F. Forni, R. Sepulchre

Abstract—Lyapunov’s second theorem is an essential tool for
stability analysis of differential equations. The paper provides an
analog theorem for incremental stability analysis by lifting the
Lyapunov function to the tangent bundle. The Lyapunov function
endows the state-space with a Finsler structure. Incremental
stability is inferred from infinitesimal contraction of the Finsler
metrics through integration along solutions curves.

I. I NTRODUCTION

At the core of Lyapunov stability theory is the realization
that a pointwise geometric condition is sufficient to quantify
how solutions of a differential equation approach a specific
solution. The geometric condition checks that the Lyapunov
function, a certain distance from a given point to the target
solution, is doomed to decay along the solution stemming
from that point. By integration, the pointwise decay of the
Lyapunov function forces the asymptotic convergence to the
target solution. The basic theorem of Lyapunov has led to
many developments over the last century, that eventually
make the body of textbooks on nonlinear systems theory and
nonlinear control [21], [45], [16], [17]. Yet many questions
of nonlinear systems theory call for an incremental version
of the Lyapunov stability concept, in which the convergence
to a specific target solution is replaced by the convergence
or contractionbetween any pairs of solutions [3], [26]. Es-
sentially, this stronger property means that solutions forget
about their initial condition. Popular control applications in-
clude tracking and regulation [35], [32], observer design [2],
[41], coordination, and synchronization [55], to cite a few.
Those incremental stability questions are often reformulated as
conventional stability questions for a suitable error system, the
zero solution of the error system translating the convergence
of two solutions to each other. This ad-hoc remedy may
be successful in specific situations but it faces unpleasant
obstacles that include both methodological issues – such as
the issue of transforming a time-invariant problem into a time-
variant one – and fundamental issues – such as the issue
of defining a suitable error between trajectories –. Those
limitations also apply to the Lyapunov characterizations of
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incremental stability that have appeared in the recent years,
primarily in the important work of Angeli [3].

In a seminal paper [26], Lohmiller and Slotine advocate a
different angle of attack for nonlinear stability analysis. Their
paper brings the attention of the control community to the
basic fact that the distance measuring the convergence of two
trajectories to each other needs not be constructed explicitly.
Instead, it can be the integral of an infinitesimal measure of
contraction. In other words, the often intractable construction
of a distance needed for a global analysis can be substituted
by a local construction. At a fundamental level, this approach
brings differential geometry to the rescue of Lyapunov theory.
The contraction concept of Lohmiller and Slotine – sometimes
called “convergence” in reference to an earlier concept of
Demidovich [33] – has been successfully used in a number
of applications in the recent years [2], [35], [39], [55]. Yet, its
connections to Lyapunov theory have been scarse, preventing
a vast body of system theoretic tools to be exploited in the
framework of contraction theory.

The present paper aims at bridging Lyapunov theory and
contraction theory by formulating a differential version of the
fundamental second’s Lyapunov theorem. Assuming that the
state-space is a differentiable manifold, the classical concept
of Lyapunov function in the (manifold) state-space is lifted
to the tangent bundle. We call this lifted Lyapunov functiona
Finsler-Lyapunov function because it endows the differentiable
manifold with a Finsler structure, which is precisely what
is needed to associate by integration a global distance (or
Lyapunov function) to the local construction. We formulate
a Lyapunov theorem that provides a sufficient pointwise geo-
metric condition to quantify incremental stability, that is, how
solutions of differential equations approach each other. The
pointwise properties of the Finsler-Lyapunov function in the
tangent space guarantees that a suitable (integrated) distance
function decays along solutions, proving incremental stability.

There are a number of reasons that motivate the Finsler
structure as the appropriate differential structure to study in-
cremental stability. Primarily, it unifies the approach advocated
by Slotine – which equips the state-space with a Riemannian
structure – and alternative approaches to contraction, such
as the recent approach by Russo, Di Bernardo, and Sontag
[39], [50] based on a matrix measure for the local measure
of contraction. Examples in the paper further suggest that the
Finsler framework will allow to unify the application of con-
traction to physical systems – typically akin to the Riemannian
framework of classical mechanics – and to conic applications
– typically akin to (non-Riemannian) Finsler metrics – such
as consensus problems or monotone systems encountered in
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biology.
A primary motivation to study contraction in a (differential)

Lyapunov framework is to make the whole body of Lyapunov
theory available to contraction analysis. This is a vast program,
only illustrated in the present paper by the very first extension
of Lyapunov theorem based on LaSalle’s invariance principle.
Although we are not aware of a published invariance principle
for contraction analysis, its formulation in the proposed differ-
ential framework is a straightforward extension of its classical
formulation and we anticipate this mere extension to be as
useful for incremental stability analysis as it is for classical
Lyapunov stability analysis.

We also include in this paper an extension of the ba-
sic theorem to the weaker notion ofhorizontal contraction.
Horizontal contraction is weaker than contraction in that the
pointwise decay of the Finsler-Lyapunov function is verified
only in a subspace – called the horizontal subspace – of the
tangent space. Disregarding contraction in specific directions
is a convenient way to take into account symmetry directions
along which no contraction is expected. This weaker notion
of contraction is adapted to many physical systems and to
many applications where contraction theory has proven useful,
such as tracking, observer design, or synchronization. Those
applications involve one or several copies of a given system
and only the contraction between the copies and the system
trajectories is of interest.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The notation
is summarized in Section II. Sections III, IV, V contain the
core of the differential framework through the introduction of
the main definitions, results, and related examples. A detailed
comparison with the existing literature is proposed in Section
VI. Finally, LaSalle’s invariance principle and horizontal con-
traction are presented in Sections VII and VIII, respectively.
Conclusions follow.

II. N OTATION AND PRELIMINARIES

We present the differential framework on general mani-
folds by adopting the notation used in [1] and [11]. A(d-
dimensional) manifoldM is a couple(M,A+) whereM is
a set andA+ is a maximal atlas ofM into Rd, such that the
topology induced byA+ is Hausdorff and second-countable.
We denote thetangent spaceof M at x ∈ M by TxM, and
the tangent bundleof M by TM =

⋃

x∈M{x} × TxM.
Given two smooth manifoldsM1 andM2 of dimensiond1

andd2 respectively, consider a functionF : M1 → M2 and a
pointx ∈ M1, and consider two chartsϕ1 : Ux ⊂ M1 → Rd1

andϕ2 : UF (x) ⊂ M2 → Rd2 defined on neighborhoods ofx
andF (x). We say thatF is of classCk, k ∈ N, if the function
F̂ = ϕ2 ◦F ◦ϕ−1

1 : Rd1 → Rd2 is of classCk. We say thatF
is smooth (i.e. of classC∞) if F̂ is smooth. Thedifferential of
F at x is denoted byDF (x)[·] : TxM1→TF (x)M2. It maps
each tangent vectorδx ∈ TxM1 to DF (x)[δx] ∈ TF (x)M2

1.

1 We underline that the syntaxDF (x)[v] follows the intuitive meaning of
Differential of a functionF : M1 → M2, computedat x ∈ M andapplied
to the tangent vectorv ∈ TxM. DF (x)[v] is replaced by more compact
expressions likedFxv or F∗xv in many textbooks. However, we found that
the adopted notation makes the calculations more readable because of the
clear distinction of the three elementsF , x andv.

Given a manifoldM of dimensiond, to each chartϕ : U ⊂
M → Rd there corresponds a natural chart forTM given by
(ϕ(·), Dϕ(·)[·]) : TU ⊂ TM → Rd × Rd. In particular, for
everyx ∈ M, let Ei be thei-the vector of th canonical basis
of Rd, then{Dϕ−1(ϕ(x))[E1 ], . . . , Dϕ

−1(ϕ(x))[Ed]} is the
natural basis ofTxM.

A curveγ on a given manifoldM, is a mappingγ : I ⊂
R → M. A regular curvesatisfiesDγ(s)[1] 6= 0 for each
s ∈ I. For simplicity we sometime usėγ(s) or dγ(s)

ds
to denote

Dγ(s)[1]. Following [16, Appendix A], given aC1 and time
varying vector fieldf on the manifoldM, which assigns to
each pointx ∈ M a tangent vectorf(t, x) ∈ TxM at time t,
aC1 curveγ : I → M is anintegral curveof f if Dγ(t)[1] =
f(t, γ(t)) for eacht ∈ I. We say that a curveγ : I → M is
a solution to the differential equatioṅγ = f(t, γ) on M if γ
is an integral curve off .

Throughout the paper we adopt the following notation.In
denotes the identity matrix of dimensionn. Given a vector
v, vT denotes the transpose vector ofv. The span of a set
of vectors{v1, . . . , vn} is given by Span({v1, . . . , vn}) :=
{v | ∃λ1, . . . λn ∈ R s.t. v =

∑n
i=1 λivi}. Given a constant

c ∈ R we write R≥c to denote the subset of[c,∞) ⊂ R. A
locally Lipschitz functionα : R≥0 → R≥0 is said to belong
to classK if it is strictly increasing andα(0) = 0; it belongs
to classK∞ if, moreover,limr→+∞ α(r) = +∞. A function
β : R≥0×R≥0 → R≥0 is said to belong toclassKL if (i) for
eacht ≥ 0, β(·, t) is a K function, and (ii) for eachs ≥ 0,
β(s, ·) is nonincreasing andlimt→∞ β(s, t) = 0.

A distance(or metric) d : M×M → R≥0 on a manifold
M is a positive function that satisfiesd(x, y) = 0 if and only
if x = y, for eachx, y ∈ M andd(x, z) ≤ d(x, y) + d(y, z)
for eachx, y, z ∈ M. Throughout the paper we assume that
d is continuous with respect to the manifold topology. Given
a setS ⊂ M we say thatS is bounded ifsupx,y∈S d(x, y) <
∞ for any given distanced on M. The distance between a
set S and a pointx is given byd(A, x) := supy∈A d(y, x).
We say that a curveγ : I → M is bounded if its range is
bounded. Given two functionsf : Z → Y and g : X → Z,
the compositionf ◦ g assigns to each eachp ∈ X the value
f ◦g(p) = f(g(p)) ∈ Y. Given a functionf : R

n → R
m

where we denote the (matrix of) partial derivatives by∂f(x)
∂x

and we write ∂f(x)
∂x |x=y

for the partial derivatives computed
at y ∈ Rn.

III. I NCREMENTAL STABILITY AND CONTRACTION

Consider a manifoldM and a differential equation

ẋ = f(t, x) (1)

wheref is aC1 vector field which maps each(t, x) ∈ R×M
to a tangent vectorf(t, x) ∈ TxM. We denote byψt0(·, x0)
the solution to (1) from the initial conditionx0 ∈ M at
time t0, that is, ψt0(t0, x0) = x0. Throughout the paper,
following [50], we simplify the exposition by considering
forward invariantand connected subsetsC ⊂ M for (1) such
that ψt0(·, x0) is forward completefor everyx0 ∈ C, that is,
ψt0(t, x0) ∈ C for eacht0 and eacht ≥ t0. For simplicity of
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the exposition, we also assume that every two points inC can
be connected by a smooth curveγ : I → C.

The following definition characterizes several notions of
incremental stability:

Definition 1: Consider the differential equation (1) on a
given manifoldM. Let C ⊂ M be a forward invariant set
and d : M × M → R≥0 a continuous distance onM. The
system (1) is

(IS) incrementally stableon C (with respect tod) if there
exists aK functionα such that ∀x1, x2 ∈ C , ∀t0 ∈
R, ∀t ≥ t0,

d(ψt0(t, x1), ψt0(t, x2)) ≤ α(d(x1, x2)) ; (2)

(IAS) incrementally asymptotically stableon C if it is
incrementally stable and∀x1, x2 ∈ C, ∀t0 ∈ R ,

lim
t→∞

d(ψt0 (t, x1), ψt0(t, x2)) = 0 (3)

(IES) incrementally exponentially stableon C if there exist
a distanced, K ≥ 1, andλ > 0 such that∀x1, x2 ∈
C, ∀t0 ∈ R, ∀t ≥ t0,

d(ψt0(t, x1), ψt0(t, x2)) ≤ Ke−λ(t−t0)d(x1, x2).
(4)
y

These definitions are incremental versions of classical notions
of stability, asymptotic stability and exponential stability [21,
Definition 4.4], and they reduce to those notions the metric
space(M, d) is complete and when eitherx1 or x2 is an equi-
librium of (1). Global, regional, and local notions of stability
are specified through the definition of the setC. For example,
we say that (1) is incrementally globally asymptotically stable
when C = M. Note that both (IS) and (IES) properties are
uniform with respect tot0.

For M = Rn and for distances given by norms onRn,
the notions of incremental stability and incremental asymp-
totic stability given above are equivalent to the notions of
incremental stability and attractive incremental stability of [23,
Definition 6.22], respectively. ForC = R

n, the notion of
incremental asymptotic stability is weaker than the notionof
incremental global asymptotic stability of [3, Definition 2.1],
since the latter requires uniform attractivity.

Incremental stability of a dynamical system has been previ-
ously characterized by a suitable extension of Lyapunov theory
[3]. For M = Rn, the existence of a Lyapunov function
decreasing along any pair of solutions is a sufficient condition
for incremental stability [23, Theorem 6.30]. The key fact
is in recognizing the equivalence between the incremental
stability of ẋ = f(t, x), x ∈ Rn, and the stability of the
setA := {(x1, x2) ∈ R2n |x1 = x2} for the extended system
ẋ1 = f(t, x1), ẋ2 = f(t, x2). As a direct consequence, incre-
mental asymptotic stability is inferred from the existenceof a
Lyapunov functionV (x1, x2) for the setA with (uniformly)
negative derivative along the vector fieldf(t, x1), f(t, x2),
for any pair x1, x2. The extension to general manifolds is
immediate.

IV. F INSLER-LYAPUNOV FUNCTIONS

This section introduces a concept of Lyapunov function in
the tangent bundleTM of a manifoldM.

Definition 2: Consider a manifoldM. A C1 function V :
TM → R≥0 that maps every(x, δx) ∈ TM to V (x, δx) ∈
R≥0, is acandidate Finsler-Lyapunov function for(1) if there
exist c1, c2 ∈ R≥0, p ∈ R≥1, and (a Finsler structure)F :
TM → R≥0 such that,∀(x, δx) ∈ TM,

c1F (x, δx)
p ≤ V (x, δx) ≤ c2F (x, δx)

p. (5)

F satisfies the following conditions:

(i) F is a C1 function for each(x, δx) ∈ TM such that
δx 6= 0;

(ii) F (x, δx) > 0 for each(x, δx) ∈ TM such thatδx 6= 0;
(iii) F (x, λδx) = λF (x, δx) for each λ ≥ 0 and each

(x, δx) ∈ TM (homogeneity);
(iv) F (x, δx1 + δx2) < F (x, δx1) + F (x, δx2) for each

(x, δx1), (x, δx2) ∈ TM such thatδx1 6= λδx2 for any
givenλ ∈ R (strict convexity). y

For eachx ∈ M, V is a measure of the length of
the tangent vectorδx ∈ TxM. The reason to call such a
functionV a “Finsler-Lyapunov function” is that it combines
the properties of a Lyapunov function and of a Finsler struc-
ture. The connection with classical Lyapunov functions is at
methodological level: a candidate Finsler-Lyapunov function
V is an abstraction on the system tangent bundleTM, used to
characterize the asymptotic behavior of the system trajectories
by looking directly at the vector fieldf(t, x). Indeed,V will
be used as a Lyapunov function for the variational system
associated to (1). (5), combined to the fact thatF (x, ·) defines
an asymmetric norm| · |x := F (x, ·) in each tangent space
TxM, emphasizes the analogies between Finsler-Lyapunov
functions and classical Lyapunov functions. Note that the
continuous differentiability ofV can be relaxed as in classical
Lyapunov theory, see Remark 2 below. In a similar way, the
restriction to time-invariant functionsV is only for notational
convenience but all the results of the paper extend in a
straightforward manner to time-varying functionsV 2.

The connection with Finsler structures is provided by Items
(i)-(iv), which makeF a Finsler structure onM [52]. Posi-
tiveness, homogeneity, and strict convexity ofF guarantee that
F (x, ·) is a (possibly asymmetric) Minkowski norm in each
tangent space. Thus, the length of any curveγ induced byF
is independent on orientation-preserving reparameterizations
of γ.

The relation (5) between a candidate Finsler-Lyapunov func-
tion V and the associated Finsler structureF is a key property
for the deduction of incremental stability. This is because
F induces a well-defined distance onM via integration.
Following [6, p.145],

Definition 3: [Finsler distance] Consider a candidate
Finsler-Lyapunov functionV on the manifoldM and the
associated Finsler structureF in Definition 2. For any subset
C ⊂ M and any two pointsx1, x2 ∈ M, let Γ(x1, x2)

2Except Section VII, where the extension requires time periodicity, as in
classical LaSalle relaxations of Lyapunov Theory.
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be the collection of piecewiseC1 curves γ : I → C,
I := {s ∈ R | 0 ≤ s ≤ 1}, γ(0) = x1, andγ(1) = x2.

The distance(or metric)d : M × M → R≥0 induced by
F satisfies

d(x1, x2) := inf
Γ(x1,x2)

∫

I

F (γ(s), γ̇(s))ds. (6)
y

We consider curves whose domain is restricted to0 ≤ s ≤
1 because any distance induced byF is independent from
any orientation-preserving reparameterization of curves. With
a slight abuse of notation, in (6) we writėγ(s) = Dγ(s)[1]
to denote the directional derivative of a given piecewiseC1

function γ at s, implicitly assuming that the differential is
computed only where the function is differentiable. Pointsof
non-differentiability characterize a set of measure zero,which
can be neglected at integration.

Example 1:We review specific classes of candidate Finsler-
Lyapunov functions and classical distance functions. Consider
C = M = R

n (for simplicity) and consider the Riemannian
structure〈δx1, δx2〉x := δxT1 P (x)δx2 for eachx ∈ M and
each δx1, δx2 ∈ TxM, where P (x) is a symmetric and
positive definite matrix inRn×n for eachx ∈ M. Then, the
function V : TM → R≥0 given by V (x, δx) := 〈δx, δx〉x
satisfies the conditions of Definition 2. Moreover, from Def-
inition 3, the distance induced byF =

√
V is given by the

length of the geodesic connectingx1 andx2.
For the particular selectionP (x) = I, V (x, δx) reduces

to |δx|22. Thus, d(x1, x2) =
∫ 1

0

∣
∣
∣
∂γ(s)
∂s

∣
∣
∣
2
ds where γ is the

straight lineγ(s) := (1− s)x1 + sx2. Therefore,d(x1, x2) =∫ 1

0 |x2 − x1|2ds = |x1 − x2|2. Note that for distancesd
given by k-norms d(x1, x2) := |x1 − x2|k, where k ∈ N,
k 6= 2, and x1, x2 ∈ M, a quadratic Finsler-Lyapunov
function V (i.e. F given by a Riemannian structure) is too
restrictive. Nevertheless, takingV (x, δx) := |δx|k, we have
that d(x1, x2) = |x1 − x2|k. y

Example 2:We illustrate the importance of the relation (5)
between Finsler-Lyapunov functionsV and Finsler structures
F . As a first example, consider the manifoldM = R2

and takeV (x, δx) = 1 for each x ∈ R
2 and δx ∈ R

2.
Clearly, a functionF that satisfies Items (i)-(iv) in Definition
2 and (5) does not exist. However, mimicking (6), we could
consider the following notion of “distance” based onV ,
d(x1, x2) := infΓ(x1,x2)

∫

I
V (γ(s), γ̇(s))ds. Given any to

pointsx1, x2 ∈ M, consider a generic curveγ : I ⊂ R≥0 →
M, I = [0, 1], such thatγ(0) = x1 and γ(1) = x2. Then,
∫

I
V (γ(s), γ̇(s)) =

∫

I
1ds = 1. Consider now a reparameter-

ization of γ given by γk : Ik → M, Ik = [0, 1
k
], such that

γk(0) = x1 and γk( 1k ) = x2 for any k > 1. By definition,
we get thatd(x1, x2) ≤ lim

k→∞

∫

Ik
1ds = lim

k→∞

1
k
= 0, for any

given x1, x2 ∈ M. Thus,d is non-negative and satisfies the
triangle inequality butd(x1, x2) = 0 for x1 6= x2. Therefore,
d is not a distance. Note that a similar argument extends to
V (x, δx) =W (x) whereW (x) is a positive and continuously
differentiable function.

As a second example, consider the simplified settingM =
R. Given the points0 and 1, consider the curveγk(s) :
[0, 1

k
] → R such thatγk(s) = ks, k ∈ N≥1. The function

V (x, δx) := |δx|p1 + |δx|p2 is a candidate Finsler-Lyapunov

function only if p1 = p2, with Finsler structureF given
by F (x, δx) = |δx|. Otherwise, a functionF that satisfies
(5) and the homogeneity property in (iii) does not exists.
As above, integratingV does not provide a distance. For
instance, for any givenp, and any givenp1 and p2, we
have that

∫ 1
k

0
V (γk(s), γ̇k(s))

1
p =

∫ 1
k

0
(kp1 + kp2)

1
p ds =

1
k
(kp1 + kp2)

1
p which preserves a constant value for any given

reparameterizationγk only whenp = p1 = p2. y

The reader will notice that the distanced induced by the
Finsler structureF associated to a candidate Finsler-Lyapunov
function (5) is not symmetric in general, that is, we may
have d(x, y) 6= d(y, x) for some x, y ∈ M. To induce
a symmetric distance, it is sufficient to strengthen (iii) in
Definition 2 to (iii)b F (x, λδx) = |λ|F (x, δx) for eachλ, and
each(x, δx) ∈ TM (absolute homogeneity, [52]). Note that
adopting (iii)b reduces the generality of the class of Finsler-
Lyapunov functions excluding, for example, Randers metrics
[6, Section 1.3].

V. A F INSLER-LYAPUNOV THEOREM

FOR CONTRACTION ANALYSIS

Consider a manifoldM of dimensiond. In what follows,
we exploit the manifold structure of the tangent bundleTM
to provide geometric conditions for contraction in local co-
ordinates. Any given chartϕ : U ⊆ M → Rd induces
a natural chart onTU ⊆ TM (see Section II) that maps
each point(x, δx) ∈ TM to its coordinate representation
(xℓ, δxℓ) := (ϕ(x), Dϕ(x)[δx]) ∈ Rd × Rd. In local coordi-
nates (1) is represented byẋℓ = fℓ(t, xℓ) wherefℓ : Rd → Rd

is given by fℓ(t, xℓ) = Dϕ(x)[f(t, x)] at x = ϕ−1(xℓ).
In a similar way, the chart representationVℓ(xℓ, δxℓ) of a
Finsler-Lyapunov functionV is given byV (x, δx) computed
at (x, δx) = (ϕ−1(xℓ), Dϕ

−1(xℓ)[δxℓ]). With a slight abuse
of notation, in what follows we drop the subscriptℓ.

Theorem 1:Consider the system (1) on a smooth manifold
M with f of classC2, a connected and forward invariant set
C, and a functionα : R≥0 → R≥0. Let V be a candidate
Finsler-Lyapunov function such that, in coordinates,

∂V (x, δx)

∂x
f(t, x) +

∂V (x, δx)

∂δx

∂f(t, x)

∂x
δx ≤ −α(V (x, δx))

(7)
for each t ∈ R, x ∈ C ⊆ M, andδx ∈ TxM. Then, (1) is

(IS) incrementally stable onC if α(s) = 0 for eachs ≥ 0;
(IAS) incrementally asymptotically stable onC if α is aK

function;
(IES) incrementally exponentially stable onC if α(s) =

λs > 0 for eachs > 0. y

We say that the system (1)contractsV in C if (7) is satisfied
for some functionα of classK. V is called thecontraction
measure, andC the contraction region.

The conditions of the theorem for incremental stability
are reminiscent of classical Lyapunov conditions for stability,
asymptotic stability and exponential stability [21, Chapter 4],
lifted to the tangent bundleTM. In fact, (7) guarantees
that V decreases along the trajectories of the variational
system (in coordinates)̇x = f(x), ˙δx = ∂f(x)

∂x
δx. The

reader will notice that along any solutionψt0(t, x0) to (1),
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˙δx =
[
∂f(x)
∂x |x=ψt0(t,x0)

]

δx characterizes the linearization of
(1) along its trajectories. Thus, exploiting the relation between
V and Finsler structure, the contraction of the structure along
ψt0(t, x0) (locally - in each tangent space) guarantees, via
integration, that the distance between any pair of solutions
ψt0(t, x1) and ψt0(t, x2), x1, x2 ∈ C, shrinks to zero ast
goes to infinity. A graphical illustration is provided in Fig. 1.

γ(0)

γ(1)

γ̇(0)

V (γ(0), γ̇(0))

d(γ(0), γ(1))

γ(s)

d(γ(0), γ(s))

ψt0
(t, γ(0))

ψt0
(t, γ(1))

d(ψt0
(t, γ(0)), ψt0

(t, γ(1)))

ψt0
(t, γ(s))

Figure 1. A graphical illustration of the contraction of thedistance induced by
Condition (7) on the solutions to (1). The Finsler-Lyapunovfunction assigns
a positive value to each pair(γ(s), γ̇(s)). The length of the curveγ is given
by the integral of the Finsler-Lyapunov function alongγ, represented by the
shaded area.

The incremental Lyapunov approach proposed in [3], estab-
lishes incremental stability by checking a pointwise geometric
condition in the product spaceM × M. In contrast, the
differential approach proposed here establishes incremental
stability by checking a pointwise geometric condition in the
tangent bundleTM. Several earlier works have adopted this
approach in a Riemannian framework, focusing onquadratic
functionsV (x, δx) = δxTP (x)δx in Euclidean spaces (see
Section VI). There are a number of reasons to consider Finsler
generalizations of Riemannian structures for contractionanaly-
sis, some of which are illustrated in the next section, wherewe
report a detailed comparison between the conditions proposed
in Theorem 1 and several results available in literature.

Before entering into the details of the proof, we present
a scalar example that illustrates the value of non-constant
Riemannian structures in nonlinear spaces.

Example 3:For M = S1 consider the dynamics

ϑ̇ = f(ϑ) := − sin(ϑ). (8)

The tangent space at every pointϑ ∈ M is given byR. The
naive choiceV1(ϑ, δϑ) := 1

2δϑ
2 corresponds to a constant

Riemannian structure onS1. Then, for any given compact set
C ⊂ (−π

2 ,
π
2 ) (7) yields

∂V1(ϑ, δϑ)

∂δϑ

(
∂f(ϑ)

∂ϑ

)

δϑ = − cos(ϑ)δϑ2 < −εV1(δϑ) (9)

whereε > 0 (sufficiently small). From Theorem 1 we conclude
that (8) is incrementally exponentially stable on compact sets
C ⊂ (−π

2 ,
π
2 ) such that0 ∈ C (to guarantee thatC is forward

invariant). ForC = [−π
2 ,

π
2 ] we have only incremental stability,

sincecos(ϑ) = 0 at |ϑ| = π
2 . From Definition 3, note that the

distance induced byF =
√
2V1 is given by|ϑ1 − ϑ2|.

A maximal contracting region is captured with the choice
V2 : (S1 \ {π}) × R → R≥0 given byV2 = δϑ2

1+cosϑ . Despite
the identification of eachTϑM with R, the measure of the
“length” of δϑ given by V2 now depends onϑ. Note that
V2 satisfies each condition of Definition 2 and is well defined
in S1 \ {π} since 1

1+cos(ϑ) → ∞ as |ϑ| → π. For any given
compact setC ⊂ (S1 \ {π}) such that0 ∈ C, (7) yields

∂V2(ϑ,δϑ)
∂ϑ

f(ϑ) + ∂V2(ϑ,δϑ)
∂δϑ

(
∂f(ϑ)
∂ϑ

)

δϑ =

= − sin(ϑ)2

(1+cos(ϑ))2 δϑ
2 − 2 cos(θ)

1+cos(θ)δϑ
2

= − sin(ϑ)2+2 cos(ϑ)(1+cos(ϑ))
(1+cos(ϑ))2 δϑ2

= − 1+2 cos(ϑ)+cos(ϑ)2

(1+cos(ϑ))2 δϑ2

= −δϑ2

≤ −εV2(ϑ, δϑ),

(10)

where ε > 0. Thus, by Theorem 1, (8) is incrementally
exponentially stable onC. y

Proof of Theorem 1.The proof is divided in four main steps.
For simplicity, we develop the calculations in coordinates.

(i) Setup: Finsler structure and parameterized solution.
For any two pointsx1, x2 ∈ M, let Γ(x1, x2) be the collec-

tion of piecewiseC1, equally oriented curvesγ : I → C ⊂ M,
I := {s ∈ R | 0 ≤ s ≤ 1}, connectingx1 to x2, that is,
γ(0) = x1 and γ(1) = x2. In coordinates, the distanced
induced byF in Definition 3 reads

d(x1, x2) = inf
Γ(x1,x2)

∫

I

F

(

γ(s),
∂γ(s)

∂s

)

ds. (11)

whereF is the associated Finsler structure toV of Definition
2. For any two initial conditionsx1, x2 ∈ C and any given
ε > 0, consider now a regular smooth curveγ : I → C ⊂ M
such thatγ(0) = x1, γ(1) = x2, and3

∫

I

F

(

γ(s),
∂γ(s)

∂s

)

ds ≤ (1 + ε)d(x1, x2). (12)

Letψt0(·, γ(s)) be the solution to (1) from the initial condition
γ(s), for s ∈ I, at timet0. Precisely,ψt0(·, γ(·)) is a function
from R× I to M that satisfies, in coordinates,

∂

∂t
ψt0(t, γ(s)) = f(t, ψt0(t, γ(s))) ∀t ≥ t0 , ∀ ∈ I. (13)

Clearlyψt0(t0, γ(·)) = γ(·) thus, from (12), we have that
∫

I

F

(

ψt0(t0, γ(s)),
∂

∂s
ψt0(t0, γ(s))

)

ds ≤ (1+ε)d(x1, x2).

(14)
As usual, for eacht ≥ t0 and s ∈ [0, 1] the differential of
ψ in the direction ∂

∂t
characterizes thetime derivativeof the

parameterized solutionψt0(·, γ(s)). Instead, the differential of
ψ in the direction ∂

∂s
characterizes at eachs the tangent vector

to the curveψt0(t, γ(·)), for fixed timet. Following [26], we
call this tangent vectorvirtual displacement. Thus, combining
integration of the displacement along∂

∂s
, time derivative along

3By using a generic curve smoothγ which satisfies (12) we do not need to
assume the existence of geodesics and we simplify the exposition by avoiding
the analysis of points of non-differentiability.
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∂
∂t

, and (7), we can establish contraction of the distance (11)
along the solutions to (1).

(ii) The displacement dynamics along the solution
ψt0(·, γ(s)).

Consider the functionδψt0(·, ·) : R × I → TM given by
the tangent vectorδψt0(t, s) := Dψt0(t, γ(s))[0, 1], which in
coordinates is given by∂

∂s
ψt0(t, γ(s)) for eacht ≥ t0 and

s ∈ I. Its time derivative is given by

∂

∂t
δψt0(t, γ(s)) =

∂2

∂t∂s
ψt0(t, γ(s)) (15a)

=
∂2

∂s∂t
ψt0(t, γ(s)) (15b)

=
∂

∂s
f(t, ψt0(t, γ(s))) (15c)

=

[
∂f(t, x)

∂x

]
∂

∂s
ψt0(t, γ(s)) (15d)

=

[
∂f(t, x)

∂x

]

δψt0(t, s). (15e)

where ∂f(t,x)
∂x

must be evaluated atx = ψt0(t, γ(s)). (15a)
follows from the definition ofδψt0(t, s). (15b) follows from
the fact thatψt0(·, γ(·)) is a C2 function, sincef is a C2

vector field andγ(·) is a smooth curve [7, Theorem 4.1]. (15d)
follows from the chain rule. Finally, (15e) follows from the
definition of δψt0(t, s).

(iii) The dynamics ofV along the solutionψt0(·, γ(s)).
Consider the functionV : R × I → R≥0 given by

V (t, s) = V (ψt0(t, γ(s)), δψt0(t, s)) for each t ≥ t0 and
s ∈ I. Note thatV has a well-defined time derivatived

dt
V (t, s)

sinceV (t, s) ∈ R≥0 for eacht and s. In coordinates, for
x = ψt0(t, γ(s)) andδx = δψt0(t, s),

d

dt
V (t, s) =

[
∂V (x, δx)

∂x

]
∂

∂t
ψt0(t, γ(s)) +

+

[
∂V (x, δx)

∂δx

]
∂

∂t
δψt0(t, s) (16a)

=

[
∂V (x, δx)

∂x

]

f(t, ψt0(t, γ(s))) +

+

[
∂V (x, δx)

∂δx

] [
∂f(t, x)

∂x

]

δψt0(t, s) (16b)

≤ −α(V (t, s)). (16c)

(16a) follows from the application of the chain rule. (16b)
follows from (13) and (15). (16c) is enforced by (7).

(iv) Incremental stability properties. Consider the Finsler
structureF associated to the Finsler-Lyapunov functionV . De-
fineF : R×I → R≥0 asF (t, s) = F (ψt0(t, γ(s)), δψt0 (t, s)).

(IS) Incremental stability: ifα(s) = 0 for eachs > 0 then

V (t, s) ≤ V (t0, s) for all t ≥ t0 ands ∈ I. (17)

Therefore, for eacht ≥ t0, exploiting (5) and (17), we get

d(ψt0(t, x1), ψt0(t, x2)) ≤
∫

I
F (t, s)ds

≤ c
− 1

p

1

∫

I
V (t, s)

1
p ds

≤ c
− 1

p

1

∫

I
V (t0, s)

1
p ds

≤ (c2/c1)
1
p

∫

I
F (t0, s)ds

≤ (1 + ε)(c2/c1)
1
p d(x1, x2)

(18)

where the first inequality follows from the definition of
induced distance in (6), and the last inequality follows from
(14).

(IAS) Incremental asymptotic stability: ifα is aK function
then d

dt
V (t, s) ≤ 0, thus (IS) holds, moreover by [49, Lemma

6.1] and [15, Theorem 6.1], there exists aKL functionβ such
that

V (t, s) ≤ β(V (t0, s), t− t0) for all t ≥ t0 ands ∈ I. (19)

Therefore, following the calculations in (18), for eacht ≥ t0,

d(ψt0(t, x1), ψt0(t, x2)) ≤ c
− 1

p

1

∫

I
V (t, s)

1
p ds

≤ c
− 1

p

1

∫

I
β(V (t0, s), t− t0)

1
p ds
(20)

from which we get

lim
t→∞

d(ψt0 (t, x1), ψt0(t, x2))

≤ c
− 1

p

1 lim
t→∞

∫

I
β(V (t0, s), t− t0)

1
p ds

= 0.

(21)

The last identity is a consequence of the Lebesgue’s dom-
inated convergence theorem, sinceβ(V (t0, s), t − t0) is a
monotonically decreasing function fort→ ∞.

(IES) Incremental exponential stability: ifα(s) = λs > 0
for eachs > 0 then, by [15, Theorem 6.1], we get

V (t, s) ≤ e−λ(t−t0)V (t0, s) for all t ≥ t0 ands ∈ I. (22)

Therefore, mimicking (18), for eacht ≥ t0,

d(ψt0(t, x1), ψt0(t, x2))

≤ c
− 1

p

1

∫

I
V (t, s)

1
p ds

≤ c
− 1

p

1 e−
λ
p
(t−t0)

∫

I
V (t0, s)

1
p ds

≤ (c2/c1)
1
p e−

λ
p
(t−t0)

∫

I
F (t0, s)ds

≤ (1 + ε)(c2/c1)
1
p e−

λ
p
(t−t0)d(x1, x2).

(23)

�

The proof of Theorem 1 generalizes the argument proposed
in the proof of [50, Lemma 1] and [39, Theorem 5] to general
manifolds and Finsler structures (the proof provided in [39]
is developed for Euclidean spaces using matrix measures). An
equivalent proof to Theorem 1 for incremental exponential
stability and V restricted to Riemannian structures can be
found in [2, Appendix II].

Remark 1:Consider the caseV (x, δx) = F (x, δx)p in Def-
inition 2. Then, from (12) and (18), for any given converging
sequenceεk ∈ R>0, lim

k→∞
εk = 0, we can construct a sequence

of C2 curvesγk : Ik → M such that

lim
k→∞

∫

Ik
V (γk(s), Dγk(s)[1])

1
p ds

≤ limk→∞(1 + εk)d(x1, x2)
= d(x1, x2).

(24)

In such a case, in the limit ofk → ∞, (IS) in Theorem 1
guarantees incremental stability with the stronger property that

d(ψt0(t, x1), ψt0(t, x2)) ≤ d(x1, x2) ∀t ≥ t0, ∀x1, x2 ∈ M.
(25)y

Remark 2:The result of Theorem 1 can be extended to
piecewise continuously differentiable and locally Lipschitz
candidate Finsler-Lyapunov functionsV . In a similar way,
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the assumption that every two points ofC are connected by
a smooth curveγ : I → C can be relaxed to piecewise
smooth curves. The key observation is that the decrease of the
distance between any two solutions is preserved also if (16)
holds for almost everyt and s. With this aim, for example,
let D ⊆ TM be the set of nondifferentiable points ofV .
(16) holds foralmost everyt and s if for any given solution
ψt0 such that(ψt0(t, x), Dψt0(t, x)[0, δx]) ∈ D, there exists
ε > 0 which guarantees(ψt0(τ, x), Dψt0 (τ, x)[0, δx]) /∈ D
for every τ ∈ (t, t + ε]. The transversality of the trajectories
with respect toD can be enforced geometrically by requiring
that, (in coordinates) for eacht ≥ t0, and each(x, δx) ∈ D,
the pair(f(t, x), ∂

∂x
f(t, x)δx) does not belong to the tangent

cone toD at (x, δx). y

We conclude the section by emphasizing the analogy be-
tween classical Lyapunov theory and Theorem 1. We also
emphasize the geometric (or coordinate-free) nature of Theo-
rem 1, showing that (7) in Theorem 1 is independent on the
selected coordinate chart. With this aim, we introduce two
chartsϕ, ψ : U ⊆ M → Rd, and we denote byz and y
the coordinate representationsz = ϕ(x) and y = ψ(x) of
any pointx ∈ M. In particular,V (z) and f (z)(t, z) denote
respectively the Finsler-Lyapunov functionV and the vector
field (1) in the chartϕ. V (y) and f (y)(t, y) denote the same
quantities in the local chartψ.

The analogy with classical Lyapunov theory is emphasized
by considering the aggregate stateZ := (z, δz). Suppose that
(7) has been established by using the coordinate chartϕ. Ex-
ploiting the notion of aggregate state, we defineŻ = f (Z)(Z),

wheref (Z)(Z) :=

[
f(z)(z)

∂f(z)(z)
∂z

δz

]

, andV (Z)(Z) := V (z)(z, δz),

from which (7) reads∂V
(Z)(Z)
∂Z

f (Z)(Z) ≤ −α(V (Z)(Z)).
This formulation reveals that the Finsler-Lyapunov approach is
Lyapunov’s second method on the variational system. Clearly,
a Finsler-Lyapunov function differs from classical Lyapunov
functions, since its definition is tailored to endowM with the
structure of a metric space.

Coordinate independence can be shown as follows.
Define Y := (y, δy) and note that Z = H(Y ),
where H(y, δy) := (ϕ(ψ−1(y)), ∂ϕ(ψ

−1(y))
∂y

δy). Neces-
sarily, the vector field in the Y coordinates reads
f (Y )(Y ) =

[
∂H−1(Z)

∂Z |Z=H(Y )

]

f (Z)(H(Y )), andV (Y )(Y ) =

V (Z)(H(Y )). Thus,

∂V (Y )(Y )
∂Y

f (Y )(Y ) =
[
∂V (Z)(Z)

∂Z |Z=H(Y )

]

·

· ∂H(Y )

∂Y

[
∂H−1(Z)

∂Z |Z=H(Y )

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸

=I

·

·f (Z)(H(Y ))

=
[
∂V (Z)(Z)

∂Z |Z=H(Y )

]

f (Z)(H(Y ))

≤ −α(V (Z)(H(Y )))

= −α(V (Y )(Y )),
(26)

which proves the coordinate independence of (7).

VI. REVISITING SOME LITERATURE ON CONTRACTION

A. Riemannian contraction, matrix measure contraction, and
incremental stability

For a historical perspective on contraction the reader is
referred to [19], and related concepts in [33] and [50]. We
propose here a detailed comparison with selected references
from the literature. First, we consider results on contraction
based on matrix measures [39], [50] and matrix inequalities
[34]. We recast these results within the differential framework
proposed in Theorem 1, by suitable definitions of state-
independent Finsler-Lyapunov functionsV (x, δx). Then, we
consider results based on Riemannian structures [26], [2],
and we show that they coincide with the (IES) condition of
Theorem 1 for a functionV (x, δx) defined by the Riemannian
structure.

The reader will notice that these two groups of results are
essentially disjoint. The equivalence between the conditions
based on matrix measures and the conditions based on Rie-
mannian structures can be established only for quadratic vector
norms|x|P =

√
xTPx or, equivalently, for state-independent

Riemannian structures〈δx, δx〉 = δxTPδx. However, both
groups of results fall within the proposed differential Finsler-
Lyapunov framework. We emphasize that the early work
of Lewis [24] already exploits Finsler structures for the
characterization of incremental properties of solutions,also
providing early results on the relation between contraction and
the existence of periodic solutions.

The approach proposed in [39] and [50] is based on the
matrix measure of the JacobianJ(t, x) := ∂f(t,x)

∂x
. For

instance, given a vector norm| · | in Rn and its induced matrix
norm, theinduced matrix measureµ of a matrixA ∈ Rn×n

is given byµ(A) := lim
h→0+

|I + hA| − 1

h
, [54, Section 3.2].

Then, following [50, Definition 1 and Theorem 1], letC be a
convex set, forward invariant for the systeṁx = f(t, x). f is
a C1 function. If

µ(J(t, x)) ≤ −c < 0 for eachx ∈ C and eacht ≥ 0,
(27)

then the system is incrementally exponentially stable with
a distance given byd(x1, x2) = |x1 − x2|. Moreover, by
[50, Lemma 4], the same result hold for non convex setsC
that satisfy a mild regularity assumption, and it guarantees
incremental exponential stability with a distance function
d(x1, x2) ≤ K|x1 − x2| for someK > 1.

Condition (27) guarantees that (7) holds for the Finsler-
Lyapunov function given byV (x, δx) = |δx| andα(s) = cs.
This follows from
∂V (x, δx)

∂δx
J(t, x)δx =

= lim
h→0+

V (x, δx + hJ(t, x)δx) − V (x, δx)

h

≤ lim
h→0+

|I + hJ(t, x)||δx| − |δx|
h

= lim
h→0+

|I + hJ(t, x)| − 1

h
V (x, δx)

= µ(J(t, x))V (x, δx)
= −cV (x, δx) for eacht ≥ 0, x ∈ C, δx ∈ Rn.

(28)
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The approach proposed in [34] (and in [56, Chapter 5,
Section 5] for time-invariant systems) use matrix inequalities
based on the JacobianJ(t, x) and on two positive definite and
symmetric matricesP andQ. These results are a particular
case of the approach based on matrix measures, for suitable
selections of the norm| · |2. It is instructive to show the equiv-
alence between [34, Theorem 1] and incremental exponential
stability of Theorem 1 forV restricted to the constant Rieman-
nian structureδxTPδx. Consider the systeṁx = f(x,w(t))
where f is a C1 function andw : R≥0 → W ⊂ Rm is
a C1 exogenous signal. Thus,f(x,w(t)) is a time-varying
C1 function. Applying Theorem 1 toV (x, δx) = δxTPδx,
incremental exponential stability holds if

∂V (x,δx)
∂δx

∂f(x,w)
∂x

δx = δxT
(

P ∂f(x,w)
∂x

+ ∂f(x,w)
∂x

T
P
)

δx

≤ −λV (x, δx) = −λδxTPδx
(29)

for someλ > 0 and for everyδx ∈ Rn and w ∈ W . The
right-hand side of (29) can be replaced by−δxTQδx, for
some matrixQ = QT > 0 (for any givenQ, we can always
find λ sufficiently small to guaranteeQ > λP , and vice versa).
Therefore, the condition in (29) is equivalent to the existence
of positive definite and symmetric matricesP andQ such that

P
∂f(x,w)

∂x
+
∂f(x,w)

∂x

T

P ≤ −Q (30)

which is [34, Eq. (8), Theorem 1]. The induced distance
given by F =

√
V is the quadratic formd(x1, x2) =

√

(x1−x2)TP (x1−x2). See also [35] and Section VI-B in
the present paper.

Conditions for contraction based on quadratic structures
δxTM(x)δx are provided in the contraction paper [26] (we
consider the time-invariant case only). [26, Definition 2 and
Theorem 2] establish incremental exponential stability for
ẋ = f(t, x) by requiring, using the notation of [26], that the
inequality

δxT
(

J(t, x)TM(x) +M(x)J(t, x) + Ṁ(x)
)

δx

≤ −λδxTM(x)δx
(31)

is satisfied for everyx and δx, for someλ > 0. Note that
δxT Ṁ(x)δx is a short notation for ∂

∂x
(δxTM(x)δx)f(x).

Therefore, takingV (x, δx) = δxTM(x)δx, the relation be-
tween (31) and (7) for incremental exponential stability is
immediate. The same argument illustrates the relation between
the differential approach proposed here and the results in [2,
Appendix II] and [57, Definition 2.4 and Theorem 2.5] (for
this last paper, the differential equationẋ = f(x, u), whereu
is an input signal, is casted to the form (1) by considering the
time-varying vector fieldf(t, x) := f(x, u(t))).

We conclude the section by considering the incremental
Lyapunov approach in [3], [38]. The key observation is given
by [3, Lemma 2.3 and Remark 2.4] and [38, Appendix
A.1] which shows the equivalence between the incremental
stability of ẋ = f(t, x), x ∈ Rn, and the stability of the set
A := {(x1, x2) ∈ R2n |x1 = x2} for the extended system
ẋ1 = f(t, x1), ẋ2 = f(t, x2). Thus, to show asymptotic
stability of the setA, a Lyapunov functionV (x1, x2) must

be positive everywhere but onA, that is

α(|x1 − x2|) ≤ V (x1, x2) ≤ α(|x1 − x2|), (32)

for someα, α ∈ K; and the derivative ofV (x1, x2) along the
solutions of the system must decrease forx1, x2 /∈ A, which
is established by enforcing

∂V (x1, x2)

∂x1
f(t, x1) +

∂V (x1, x2)

∂x2
f(t, x2) ≤ −α(|x1 − x2|)

(33)
for each pairx1, x2 ∈ Rn, whereα ∈ K. Indeed, an incre-
mental Lyapunov function is essentially a Lyapunov function
for the extended system which measures directly the distance
between any two pointsx1 andx2.

The differential framework proposed here does not use a
Lyapunov function to study directly the time evolution of the
distance between any two solutions. Instead, a lifted Lyapunov
function on the tangent bundle is used to characterize the
contraction of the infinitesimal neighborhood of each point
x - a local property - to infer indirectly the contraction of
the distance - a global property - via integration. Applications
suggest that it can be considerably more difficult to construct
a distance than the associated differential structure.

B. Contractive systems forget initial conditions

Under standard completeness assumptions on the distance,
all the (bounded) solutions of a contractive system converge
to a unique steady-state solution. This feature is exploited in
control design [55], [34], [35], [20], for example in tracking,
by inducing an attractive desired steady-state solution via the
feedforward action of exogenous signals (that preserve the
contraction property), or in observer design, by a suitable
injection of the measured output. In what follows we revisit
these results, showing that a particular application of Theorem
1 entails the sufficient conditions for convergent systems in
[34], [35], and we formulate a proposition whose conditions
parallels the relaxed contraction analysis proposed by [55],
[20], through the notion of virtual system.

Following [34] and [35], consider the systeṁx =
f(x,w(t)) wherew is an exogenous signal. Definêf(t, x) :=
f(x,w(t)), assume that the solutions are bounded, and sup-
pose that Theorem 1 holds foṙx = f̂(t, x). Then, by
incremental asymptotic stability, the solutions of the system
converge towards each other, thus every solution convergesto
a steady state solutioṅx∗(t) = f(x∗(t), w(t)) induced byw.
This results parallels [34, Property 3]. In particular, Theorem
1 applied toẋ = f̂(t, x) = f(x,w(t)) recovers [34, Property
3] when V = δzTPδz (constant metric) andα(s) = −ks,
k > 0.

Following [55] and [20], consider the system (1) given by
ẋ = f(t, x) and a new system of equations

ż = f̂(t, z, x) such that f̂(t, x, x) = f(t, x), f̂ ∈ C1.
(34)

(34) is the so-calledvirtual system, [55]. (34) arises naturally
in tracking and state estimation problems where, possibly,(1)
is the reference system and the controlled/observer systemis
given by (34). For example,̂f(t, z, x) = f(t, z) +K(z − x)
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may represent a tracking controlled system with state-feedback
K(z−x), while f̂(t, z, x) = f(t, z)+L(yz−yx) may represent
an observer dynamics with output injectionL(yz − yx). In-
spired by [55] and [20], we provide the following proposition,
a straightforward application of Theorem 1.

Proposition 1: Consider the system (1) on a smooth man-
ifold M with f of classC2, and a connected and forward
invariant setCx ⊆ M for (1). Consider (34) and suppose that
the setCz ⊆ M is connected and forward invariant for (34).
Given aK functionα, let V be a candidate Finsler-Lyapunov
function for (34) (Definition 2) such that, in coordinates,

∂V (z, δz)

∂z
f̂(t, z, x)+

∂V (z, δz)

∂δz

f̂(t, z, x)

∂z
δz ≤ −α(V (z, δz))

(35)
for each t ∈ R, each x ∈ Cx (uniformly in x), each
z ∈ Cz ⊆ M, and eachδz ∈ TzM. Then, for any given
initial condition x0 ∈ Cx, and any initial conditionz0 ∈ Cz,
each solutionϕzt0(t, z0) to (34) converges asymptotically to
the solutionϕxt0(t, x0) to (1). y

Combining the virtual system decomposition (34) with
Proposition 1 is useful for applications like tracking and state
estimation, but also as an analysis tool. In fact, if Proposition
1 holds and (34) converges to a given steady-state solution
z∗ uniformly in x, then all solutions of (1) converge to that
solution. The conclusion of Proposition 1 is a consequence of
Theorem 1: considering the solutionϕxt0(t, x0) to (1) from
a given initial conditionx0 ∈ Cx, the dynamics (34) can
be rewritten as the time-varying dynamicsż = f̃(t, z) :=
f̂(t, z, ϕxt0(t, x0)), and (35) guarantees that the conditions
for incremental asymptotic stability of Theorem 1 applied to
ż = f̃(t, z) are satisfied. Therefore, for any given initial con-
ditions z1, z2, the solutionsψzt0(t, z1) andψzt0(t, z2) converge
towards each other, that is,lim

t→∞
d(ψzt0(t, z1), ψ

z
t0
(t, z2)) = 0.

The conclusion of the proposition follows by noticing that
when z2 = x0, we have thatψzt0(t, z2) = ψxt0(t, x0) (since
f̂(t, x, x) = f(t, x)). Thus, from every initial condition
z1 ∈ Cz, lim

t→∞
d(ψzt0(t, z1), ψ

x
t0
(t, x0)) = 0. Similar condi-

tions are provided in [55] and [20] for Riemannian metrics
V (z, δz) = δzTP (z)δz.

VII. L ASALLE -LIKE RELAXATIONS

A very first step of Lyapunov theory is to relax the strict
decay of Lyapunov functions by exploiting the invariance
of limit sets. We show that this important relaxation readily
extends to Finsler-Lyapunov functions. We only develop the
analysis for the particular case of time-invariant differential
equationsẋ = f(x).

Theorem 2:[LaSalle invariance principle for contraction]
Consider the systeṁx = f(x) on a smooth manifoldM with
f of classC2, a continuous functionα : TM → R≥0, and
a connected setC ⊂ M, forward invariant forẋ = f(x).
Let V be a candidate Finsler-Lyapunov function such that, in
coordinates,

∂V (x, δx)

∂x
f(x) +

∂V (x, δx)

∂δx

∂f(x)

∂x
δx ≤ −α(x, δx) (36)

for eachx ∈ C ⊂ M, and eachδx ∈ TxM. Then, for any
bounded solution oḟx = f(x) from C, the solutions of the

variational systemẋ = f(x), ˙δx = ∂f(x)
∂x

δx converge to the
largest invariant set∆ contained in

Π := {(x, δx) ∈ TM|α(x, δx) = 0 , x ∈ C}. (37)

If ∆ = C×{0}, thenẋ = f(x) is incrementally asymptotically
stable onC 4 . y

Proof: We adapt the proof of the LaSalle invariance
theorem [22] by exploiting the properties of the variational
system. For instance,(i) consider a bounded solution of
ẋ = f(x). By incremental stability (from (36) and Theorem
1) all the solutions ofẋ = f(x) from C are bounded. This
guarantees that, for any initial conditionγ(s), γ : I → C,
s ∈ I, the displacement∂

∂s
ψ(t, γ(s)) (in coordinates) of

the solutionψ(t, γ(s)) to ẋ = f(x) is bounded. Therefore,
any given solution(x(·), δx(·)) of the variational system is
bounded;(ii) becauseC is forward invariant and(x(·), δx(·))
is bounded, its positive limit setL+ is a nonempty, compact,
invariant set [21, Lemma 4.1];(iii) V is bounded from
below by 0 and satisfies d

dt
V (x(t), δx(t)) ≤ 0 for any

given solution(x(·), δx(·)) to the variational system. Thus,
limt→∞ V (x(t), δx(t)) exists and it is given by some value
c ∈ R≥0. The consequence of(i)-(iii) is that any solution
(y(·), δy(·)) to the variational system from(y(0), δy(0)) ∈ L+

necessarily satisfiesV (y(t), δy(t)) = c for any givent, which
implies d

dt
V (y(t), δy(t)) = α(y(t), δy(t)) = 0 for all t. That

is, L+ ⊆ Π.
For incremental asymptotic stability, we have to prove that

for any given curveγ : I→C, the solutionsψ(t, γ(s)) to ẋ =
f(x) for s ∈ I satisfies lim

t→∞

∫

I
F (ψ(t, γ(s)), ∂

∂s
ψ(t, γ(s))) =

0. Using (5), this is a consequence of the fact that
lim
t→∞

V (ψ(t,γ(s)), ∂
∂s
ψ(t, γ(s))) = V (ψ(t,γ(s)), 0) = 0, for

each s ∈ I. Note that the first identity follows from the
assumption thatC × {0} is the largest invariant set contained
in Π.
To the best of authors’ knowledge, an invariance principle has
not appeared in the literature on contraction. This illustrates
the potential of a Lyapunov framework for contraction analy-
sis.

We illustrate the use of Theorem 2 in the following (linear)
example, where we take advantage of classical observability
conditions. Example 4 illustrates a general class of modelsin
power electronics for which incremental tools are frequently
used [44].

Example 4:Consider the following averaged equations of
a single-boost converter [12]

{
LẋL = −uxC + E
CẋC = uxL − 1

R
xC

(38)

wherexL is the inductor current,xC is the capacitor voltage,
andE is the input voltage. The quantitiesL, C, andR are
respectively the inductance, the capacitance and the (load)
resistance of the circuit.

We claim that for any given constant inputu∗ 6= 0, and any
constant positive value of the circuit quantitiesL, C andR,

4 Note that (36) guarantees incremental stability, thus boundedness of
solutions ofẋ = f(x) is for free whenever the system has an equilibriumxe
or a bounded steady-state solutionx∗(t) contained inC.
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the system is incrementally asymptotically stable. Note that
(38) is a time-invariant linear system foru = u∗, so that a
natural candidate Finsler-Lyapunov function is provided by
the incremental energyV (x, δx) = 1

2 (Lδx
2
L+Cδx

2
C). In fact,

∂V (x,δx)
∂x

f(x, u∗) + ∂V (x,δx)
∂δx

∂f(x,u∗)
∂x

δx =

=

[
δxL
δxC

]T [
0 −u∗
u∗ − 1

R

] [
δxL
δxC

]

= − δx2
C

R
≤ 0,

(39)

where α(x, δx) =
δx2

C

R
. By (37), consideringψ(t, x) =

eAtx, we have thatΠτ := {(x, δx) ∈ R2 × R2 | ∀t ∈
[0, τ ], δxT (eAt)T [ 0 0

0 1 ] e
Aτδx = 0}. Thus, for any given

τ > 0, we have thatΠτ = R2 × {0}. Incremental asymptotic
stability follows from Theorem 2 (from the linear nature of
the system, the incremental asymptotic stability is actually
exponential). y

Remark 3:For a time-varying differential equation (1), a
possible formulation of invariance-like conditions for asymp-
totic stability is given by the inequality, in coordinates,

∂V

∂x
f(t, x) +

∂V

∂δx

∂f(t, x)

∂x
δx ≤ −α(t, x, δx)V (40)

for eacht ∈ R, x ∈ C ⊂ M, and δx ∈ TxM, whereV is
a candidate Finsler-Lyapunov andα : R≥0 × TM → R≥0.
Incremental asymptotic stability onC holds if

lim
t→∞

∫ t

t0

α(τ, ψt0(τ, x), Dψt0 (τ, x)[0, δx])dτ = ∞ (41)

for eachx ∈ C andδx ∈ TxM. In general, (41) is established
by relying on further analysis of the solutions of the system5.

By Theorem 1, (40) and (41) guarantee incremental sta-
bility. To see why (40) and (41) guarantee incremental
asymptotic stability, one has to follow the proof of The-
orem 1 up to Equation (16), by replacing each quantity
α(V (x, δx)) by α(t, x, δx)V (x, δx). From there, using the
definition α(t, s) := α(t, ψt0(t, γ(s)), Dψt0 (t, γ(s))[0, 1]),
by comparison lemma [21, Lemma 3.4] we getV (t, s) ≤
e
−

∫
t

t0
α(τ,s)dτ

V (t0, s) for all t ≥ t0 and s ∈ I, which
combined with (41) guarantees that

lim
t→∞

d(ψt0(t, x1), ψt0(t, x2))

≤ c
− 1

p

1 lim
t→∞

∫

I
e
− 1

p

∫
t

t0
α(τ,s)dτ

V (t0, s)
1
p ds

≤ c
− 1

p

1

(

max
s∈I

V (t0, s)
1
p

)

lim
t→∞

∫

I
e
− 1

p

∫
t

t0
α(τ,s)dτ

ds

= 0.
(42)y

VIII. H ORIZONTAL CONTRACTION

A. Contraction and symmetries

Theorem 1 guarantees contraction among the solutions of
a systemin every possible direction. This result can be easily

5The differentialDψt0(t+ τ, x)[0, ·] assigns to each tangent vectorδx ∈

Tψt0 (t,x)M the tangent vectorDψt0(t, x)[0, δx] ∈ Tψt0 (t+τ,x)M. Thus,
Dψt0(t, x)[0, δx] represents the evolution of the tangent vectorδx along the
solutionψt0 after τ units of time. In coordinates,Dψt0(t + τ, x)[0, δx] =
∂ψt0 (t,x)

∂x
δx.

extended to capture contraction with respect tospecific direc-
tions – a relevant feature for contraction analysis in presence
of symmetries like, for example, in synchronization problems.

The generalization of Theorem 1 is based on the introduc-
tion of horizontal Finsler-Lyapunov functions on a manifold
M, whose associated metricsd (through bounds similar to
(5)) are tailored to the particular problem of interest. These
functions are positive only on a suitably selected (horizontal)
subspaceHx ⊆ TxM, for eachx ∈ M, which characterize
the set of directions (tangent vectors) taken into account by
the Finsler structure.

Definition 4: [Horizontal Finsler-Lyapunov function] Con-
sider a manifoldM of dimensiond. For eachx ∈ M, suppose
that TxM can be subdivided into avertical distribution
Vx ⊂ TxM

Vx := Span({v1(x), . . . , vr(x)}) 0 ≤ r < d , (43)

and ahorizontal distributionHx ⊆ TxM complementary to
Vx, i.e. Vx ⊕Hx = TxM,

Hx := Span({h1(x), . . . , hq(x)}) 0 < q ≤ d− r (44)

wherevi, i ∈ {1, . . . , r}, andhi, i ∈ {1, . . . , q}, areC1 vector
fields.

A function V : TM → R≥0 that maps every(x, δx) ∈
TM to V (x, δx) ∈ R≥0 is a candidate horizontal Finsler-
Lyapunov function for(1) on Hx if there existc1, c2 ∈ R≥0,
p ∈ R≥1, and a functionF : TM → R≥0 such that (5) holds.
Moreover,V andF satisfy the following conditions. Given a
set of isolated pointsΩ ⊂ M,
(ia) V and F are C1 function for eachx ∈ M and δx ∈

Hx \ {0};
(ib) V andF satisfyV (x, δx) = V (x, δxh) andF (x, δx) =

F (x, δxh) for each(x, δx) ∈ TM such that(x, δx) =
(x, δxh) + (x, δxv), δxh ∈ Hx, andδxv ∈ Vx.

(ii) F (x, δx) > 0 for eachx ∈ M andδx ∈ Hx \ {0}.
(iii) F (x, λδx) = λF (x, δx) for eachλ > 0, x ∈ M, and

δx ∈ Hx;
(iv) F (x, δx1 + δx2) < F (x, δx1) + F (x, δx2) for eachx ∈

M and δx1, δx2 ∈ Hx \ {0} such thatδx1 6= λδx2 for
any givenλ ∈ R. y

The conditions of Definition 4 resemble the conditions of Defi-
nition 2, particularized to horizontal tangent vectorsδx ∈ Hx.
The metric induced byF (6) is only a pseudo-distance on
M since two statesxa, xb ∈ M may satisfyd(xa, xb) = 0
despitexa 6= xb. In fact, every piecewise differentiable curve
γ :I→M that satisfieṡγ(s) ∈ Vγ(s), for almost everys ∈ I,
also satisfies that

∫

I
V (γ(s), γ̇(s))ds =

∫

I
F (γ(s), γ̇(s))ds =

0. By (ib), the pseudo-distanced measures the “distance”
between two given pointsxa andxb by considering only the
horizontal component of curvesγ : I → M connectingxa
andxb, that is, the componentγ̇h(s) of γ̇(s) = γ̇h(s)+ γ̇v(s)
whereγ̇h(s) ∈ Hγ(s) and γ̇v(s) ∈ Vγ(s), for eachs ∈ I.

We can now provide the reformulation of Theorem 1 for
horizontal Finsler-Lyapunov functions.

Theorem 3:Consider the system (1) on a smooth manifold
M with f of classC2, a vertical distributionVx (43), and a
horizontal distributionHx (44). Let C ⊆ M be a connected
and forward invariant set andα a function inR≥0 → R≥0.
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Given a candidate horizontal Finsler-Lyapunov functionV
for (1) on Hx, suppose that (7) holds for eacht ∈ R, each
x ∈ C and eachδx ∈ TxM. Then, the solutions to (1)

(i) do not expandthe pseudo-distanced (6) onC if α(s) = 0
for each s ≥ 0: there existsγ(s) ≥ s such that
d(ψt0(t, x1), ψt0(t, x2)) ≤ γ(d(x1, x2)), ∀t0 ∈ R, ∀t >
t0,∀x1, x2 ∈ C;

(ii) asymptotically contract the pseudo distance
d on C if α is a K function: (i) holds and
lim
t→∞

d(ψt0(t, x1), ψt0(t, x2)) = 0, ∀t0 ∈ R, ∀x1, x2 ∈ C;

(iii) exponential contractthe pseudo distanced on C if
α(s) = λs > 0 for eachs ≥ 0: there existsK ≥ 1 s.t.
d(ψt0(t, x1), ψt0(t, x2)) ≤ Ke−λ(t−t0)d(x1, x2), ∀t0 ∈
R, ∀t > t0,∀x1, x2 ∈ C. y

The next result particularizes Theorem 3 to the case in
which the selected horizontal distribution is invariant along
the dynamics of (1). In coordinates, condition (45) below
guarantees that ˙δxh = ∂f(t,x)

∂x
δxh along the solutions to (1),

which establishes the invariance ofHx.
Theorem 4:Under the hypothesis of Theorem 3, consider

the horizontal projectionπx : TxM → TxM that maps
eachδx ∈ TxM to δh := πx(δx) ∈ Hx. Suppose that, in
coordinates,∀t ∈ R, ∀(x, δx) ∈ TM,

∂πx(δx)

∂x
f(t, x) +

∂πx(δx)

∂δx

∂f(t, x)

∂x
δx =

∂f(t, x)

∂x
πx(δx);

(45)
and suppose that (7) holds for eacht ∈ R, eachx ∈ C, and
eachδx ∈ Hx. Then, the solutions to (1) satisfy (i)-(iii) of
Theorem 3. y

Proof of Theorems 3 and 4.The proof of Theorem 3 is just
the repetition of the proof of Theorem 1 particularized to
horizontal Finsler-Lyapunov functions.

The proof of Theorem 4 exploits the identity (45) within
the argument of the proof of Theorem 1. For any given curve
γ : I → C, let ψt0(·, γ(s)) be the solution to (1) from the
initial condition γ(s) at time t0. Using coordinates, define
x(t, s) := ψt0(t, γ(s)), and δx(t, s) := ∂

∂s
ψt0(t, γ(s)). Con-

sider the decomposition ofδx(t, s) into δx(t, s) = δxh(t, s)+
δxv(t, s), respectively horizontalδxh(t, s) ∈ Hx(t,s) and
verticalδxv(t, s) ∈ Vx(t,s) components. Note thatδxh(t, s) =
πx(t,s)(δx(t, s)). Therefore, mimicking (15),

∂
∂t
δxh(t, s) = ∂

∂t
πx(t,s)(δx(t, s))

=
[
∂πx(δx)
∂x |x(t,s),δx(t,s)

]

f(t, x(t, s)) +

+
[
∂πx(δx)
∂δx |x(t,s),δx(t,s)

] [
∂f(t,x)
∂x |x(t,s)

]

δx(t, s)

=
[
∂f(t,x)
∂x |x(t,s)

]

πx(t,s)(δx(t, s))

=
[
∂f(t,x)
∂x |x(t,s)

]

δxh(t, s),

(46)
where the next to the last identity follows from (45).

From the assumption (ii) in Definition 4,
V (x(t, s), δx(t, s)) = V (x(t, s), δxh(t, s)), thus
d
dt
V (x(t, s), δx(t, s)) = d

dt
V (x(t, s), δxh(t, s)) for each

t ≥ t0, ands ∈ I. Therefore, mimicking (16) and using (46),
and (7), we get

d

dt
V (x(t, s), δxh(t, s)) ≤ −α(V (x(t, s), δxh(t, s)). (47)

From this inequality, the proof of Theorem 4 continues as the
proof of Theorem 1 from (16). �

Remark 4:The formulation of the LaSalle-like relaxations
of Theorem 2 and Remark 3 in Section VII immediately
extends to horizontal Finsler-Lyapunov functions. Following
Remark 2, the regularity assumption (i) in Definition 4 can
be relaxed to functionsV that are piecewise continuously
differentiable and locally Lipschitz. In such a case, the goal
is to show that the inequality (19) holds. This is guaranteed,
for example, if the inequality in (47) holds for almost everyt
ands. y

B. Contraction on quotient manifolds

The notion of horizontal space is classical in the theory
of quotient manifolds. LetM be a given manifold and
let M\∼ be the quotient manifoldof M induced by the
equivalence relation∼∈ M×M. Givenx ∈ M, we denote
by [x] ∈ M\∼ the class of equivalence tox. Suppose that
the systemẋ = f(t, x) in (1) is a representation onM of a
system onM\∼ in the following sense: for everyt0 ≥ 0,
everyx0, and everyz0 ∈ [x0], the solutionϕt0(·, z0) to (1)
satisfiesϕt0(t, z0) ∈ [ϕt0(t, x0)] for eacht ≥ t0. In such a
case we callẋ = f(t, x) a quotient systemon M\∼. The
equivalence relation∼ usually describes the symmetries on
the system dynamics onM, which implicitly characterize
the quotient dynamics. Every solutionϕt0(·, z0) of (1) from
z0 ∈ [x0] ∈ M\∼ is a (lifted) representation of a unique
solution [ϕt0(·, x0)] on the quotient manifold.

The vertical spaceVx at x is defined as the tangent space
to the fiber throughx. In this way, any tangent vectorδ[x] to
T[x]M\∼ has a unique representation in the horizontal space
Hx, called the horizontal lift [1]. The particular selection of
the vertical distribution guarantees that the horizontal Finsler-
Lyapunov functionV on Hx is zero for eachδx ∈ Vx. As
a consequenceV and the induced pseudo-distanced can be
used to characterize the incremental properties of the quotient
system: if the pseudo-distanced on M satisfies

d(x1, x2) 6= 0 ∀x1, x2 ∈ M s.t. [x1] 6= [x2], (48)

thend is a distance onM\∼ and asymptotic contraction of (1)
on M is equivalent to incremental asymptotic stability of the
quotient system onM\∼, implicitly represented by (1) onM.
In fact, (48) guarantees thatd : M×M → R≥0 is a distance
on M\∼ sinced([x1], [x2]) := infz1∈[x1],z2∈[x2] d(z1, z2) =
d(x1, x2) 6= 0, for eachx1, x2 ∈ M such that[x1] 6= [x2].

Suppose that Theorem 3 holds for a given quotient system
(1), and suppose that the induced pseudo-distance satisfies
(48). Then, by considering the lifted solutions of (1) toM\∼,
the system (1) is(i) incrementally stableon C if α(s) = 0 for
eachs ≥ 0; (ii) incrementally asymptotically stableon C if α
is a K function; and(iii) incrementally exponential stableon
C if α(s) = λs > 0 for eachs ≥ 0. In this sense, horizontal
contraction in the total space is a convenient way to study
contraction on quotient systems.

Remark 5:A sufficient condition to guarantee that the
pseudo-distanced on M is a distance onM\∼ is to require
that F in Definition 4 is a Finsler structure onM\∼. For
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instance, remember thatVx atx is defined as the tangent space
to the fiber throughx, and call fiber functionany function
g : M → M that maps everyz ∈ [x] into g(z) ∈ [x], for
each[x] ∈ M\∼. Then,F is a Finsler structure onM\∼ if
F (x, δx) = F (g(x), Dg(x)[δx]) for any fiber functiong and
any (x, δx) ∈ TM (which establishes the invariance ofF
along the fiber of the quotient manifold). y

Quotient systems are encountered in many applications
including tracking, coordination, and synchronization. The
potential of horizontal contraction in such applications is
illustrated by two popular examples.

Example 5: [Consensus]
We consider consensus algorithms of the form

ẋ = A(t)x (49)

wherex ∈ Rn and, for eacht ≥ 0, A(t) has nonnegative off-
diagonal elements and row sums zero (we assume thatA(t)
is continuously differentiable). These Metzler matrices [30]
are typically used to model the graph topology of network
problems. Indeed, theδ-graph ofA(t) has an edge from the
nodei to the nodej, i 6= j, if aij(t) ≥ δ ≥ 0.

Given1 := [ 1 ... 1 ]T , the row sums equal to zero guarantee
thatA(t)1 = 0 for eacht ≥ 0. Indeed,α1 is a consensus state
of the network for everyα ∈ R. Because of this symmetry,
(49) represents a quotient system on the quotient manifold
Rn\ ∼ constructed from the equivalencex ∼ y iff x−y = α1,
for someα ≥ 0. In fact, if x ∼ y thenA(t)x = A(t)y for each
t ≥ 0. The elements ofRn\ ∼ are[x] := {x+α1 |α ∈ R}, the
vertical space is given byVx := Span({1}), and the horizontal
space can be taken asHx := {δx ∈ Rn |1T δx = 0} = V⊥

x .
(49) is also a time-varying monotone system [47], [5], and its
stability properties have been studied by many authors [30],
[53]. Under uniform connectivity assumptions its solutions
converge exponentially to the submanifold of equilibria given
by [0] = {α1 |α ∈ R}, [30, Section 2.2 and Theorem 1]. We
revisit this classical example through a differential approach.

Consider the displacements dynamics from (49) given by
˙δx = A(t)δx, and the horizontal Finsler-Lyapunov function

V (x, δx) := max
i

δxi −min
i

δxi, (50)

that coincides with the classical consensus function adopted
in [30], [53] lifted to the tangent space. See [43] for its
relationship to the Hilbert projection metric, known to contract
along monotone mapping [8]. Note thatV satisfies every
condition of Definition 4 but continuous differentiability. In
particular,V is positive and homogeneous for everyδx ∈ Hx.
For δx ∈ TxR

n, V (x, δx) = V (x, δxh) with δxh horizontal
component ofδx, sinceV (x, δxh+α1) = V (x, δxh) for each
α ∈ R.

Following Remark 4, the lack of differentiability is not an
issue. In fact, from [30, Section 3.3], for any initial condition
x0 ∈ Rn and any initial tangent vectorδx0 ∈ TxR

n = Rn,
V is non-increasing along the solutionϕt0(·, x0) to (49),
namely V (ϕt0(t, x), Dϕt0 (t, x0)[0, δx0]) ≤ V (x0, δx0) for
eacht ≥ t0. This inequality is the result of the combination
of [30, Section 3.3], showing thatmax

i
zi − min

i
zi is non-

increasing forż = A(t)z, and of the fact that the evolution

Dϕt0(t, x0)[0, δx0] of δx0 along the solutionϕt0(·, x0) is also
a solution to the differential equatioṅδx = A(t)δx (as shown
in (15)).

By the same argument, exponential decreasing ofV is
achieved under additional conditions on uniform connectivity
on the adjacency matrixA(t). Following [30, Theorem 1],
defineA∗(t) :=

∫ t+T

t
A(τ)dτ and suppose that there exist

k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, δ > 0, andT > 0 such that, for everyt ≥ t0
and everyj ∈ {1, . . . , n} \ {k}, there is a path from the node
k to the nodej of the δ-graph ofA∗(t). ThenV decreases
exponentially along the solutions to (49). By integration,the
quotient system defined by (49) is incrementally exponentially
stable. As a corollary, every solution to the quotient system
converges to the steady-state solution[0], that is, every solution
to (49) exponentially converges to consensus.

The reader will notice that the incremental exponential
stability of (49) is a straightforward consequence of the
exponential stability results of [30], through the liftingto the
tangent space of the (non-quadratic) Lyapunov function used
in [30]. In this sense, the differential framework capturesthe
equivalence on linear systems between stability and incremen-
tal stability. y

Example 6: [Phase Synchronization]
Consider the interconnection ofn agentsθ̇k = uk, θk ∈ S1

(phase), given by

θ̇k =
1

n

n∑

j=1

sin(θj − θk). (51)

Usingsjk := sin(θj−θk), cjk := cos(θj−θk), 1 := [ 1 ... 1 ]T ,
the aggregate stateθ := [ θ1 ... θn ]

T , and the displacement
vectorδθ := [ δθ1 ... δθn ]

T , (51) and the related displacement
dynamics can be written as follows.

θ̇ =
1

n





0 s21 ··· sn1
s12 0 ··· sn2

...
...

...
...

sn1 sn2 ··· 0





︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:S(θ)

1

δ̇θ =
1

n









−
∑

j 6=1

cj1 c21 ··· cn1

c12 −
∑

j 6=2

cj2 ··· cn2

...
...

...
...

cn1 cn2 ··· −
∑

j 6=n

cjn









︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:C(θ)

δθ.

(52)

(52) is a quotient system based on the equivalenceθ ∼ θ iff
there existsα ∈ R such thatθ−θ = 1α. In fact,S(θ) = S(θ+
α1), which fixes the class of equivalence[θ] = {θ+α1 |α ∈
R}, and the vertical spaceVθ := Span{1}. As in the previous
example we considerHθ := V⊥

θ = {δθ ∈ Rn |1T δθ = 0}.
Paralleling Example 3, we contrast the conclusions obtained

with constant and non-constant Finsler-Lyapunov functions. It
is well known that the open setO ⊂ Sn given by phase vectors
θ such that|θj − θk| < Π

2 for each j, k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, is
forward invariant. Thus, (52) contracts the horizontal constant
quadratic functionV (θ, δθ) := δθT [In − 11

T

n
]δθ in O, as

shown in [30, Proposition 1] (C(ψ(t, θ0)) is a symmetric Met-
zler matrix along solutionsψ(t, θ0) for θ0 ∈ O). Almost global
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contraction can be established by considering the horizontal
non-constant function given by thenon-constantmetric

V (θ, δθ) :=
1

ρ2q
δθTΠδθ, q ∈ N, (53)

whereΠ :=
[

In − 11
T

n

]

(note thatΠδθ = 0 for δθ ∈ Vθ),

and ρ is the magnitude of thecentroid ρeiφ := 1
n

n∑

k=1

eiθk .

Following [42], ρ ∈ [0, 1] is a measure of synchrony of the
phase variables, sinceρ is 1 when all phases coincide, while
ρ is 0 when the phases are balanced.ρ is also nondecreasing,

since ρ̇ = ρ
n

n∑

k=1

sin(θk − φ)2. In particular,ρ̇ = 0 for ρ = 0

(balanced phases) or for
n∑

k=1

sin(θk−φ)2 = 0, which occurs on

isolated critical points given byn−m phases synchronized at
φ+2jπ andm phases synchronized atφ+π+2jπ, for j ∈ N

and0 ≤ m ≤ n
2 Synchronization is achieved form = 0, the

other critical points are saddle points (for an extended analysis
see [42, Section III]).

Using V̇ to denote the left-hand side of (7), we get

V̇ = 1
ρ2q
δθT

(

− 2q
n

n∑

k=1

sin(θk − φ)2Π+ΠC(θ)+C(θ)Π

)

δθ

= 2
ρ2q
δθT

(

− q
n

n∑

k=1

sin(θk − φ)2Π+C(θ)

)

δθ.

(54)
For eachθ ∈ Sn, V̇ = 0 for δθ ∈ Vθ. V̇ is negative for
θ ∈ O andδθ ∈ Hθ. For θ ∈ Sn \ O and δθ ∈ Hθ, q can be
suitably chosen to balance the presence of positive eigenvalues
in C(θ). In fact, given any compact and forward invariant set
C ⊂ Sn that does not contain any balanced phase (ρ = 0) or

saddle point (
n∑

k=1

sin(θk −φ)2 = 0), there exists a sufficiently

small ε > 0 such that
n∑

k=1

sin(θk − φ)2 > ε and ρ > 0 for

everyθ ∈ C. Thus, contraction onC is established by picking
q ≥ 2

ε
.

The pseudo-distance induced byF =
√
V on Sn is a dis-

tance on the quotient manifoldSn\S. Thus, the analysis above
establishes incremental asymptotic stability of the quotient
system represented by (51) in every forward invariant region
C that does not contain the balanced phase point and saddle
points. y

Remark 6:By splitting the tangent bundle into a contract-
ing (horizontal) and a non-contracting (vertical) sub-bundles,
horizontal contraction makes contact to the theory of Anosov
flows [46], [37] (extended to Finsler manifolds). The ref-
erences [28] and [29] provide early results on horizontal
contraction, where Finsler structures are exploited to study
the asymptotic properties of cooperative systems with a first
integral, namely a functionH : M → R, constant along
the system dynamics. It is obvious that no contraction can
be expected in directions transversal to the level sets ofH .
Those directions are excluded from the contraction analysis
by picking a horizontal distribution tangent to the level set.
Likewise, results on synchronization based on the combination
of contraction analysis and systems symmetries (via projective

metrics) are proposed in [36] and [40]. For example, conver-
gence to flow-invariant linear submanifolds is a key property
for the analysis of synchronization problems [36, Section 3],
which is established by contraction analysis on a suitably
projected dynamics [36, Sections 2.2 and 2.3]. y

C. Forward contraction

The use of horizontal contraction is not restricted to quotient
systems or systems with first integrals. We briefly discuss in
this section the concept offorward contraction ofẋ = f(x),
that we define as horizontal contraction for the particular case

Hx := Span({f(x)}), for eachx ∈ M. (55)

By definition, forward contraction captures the property that
for every solutionϕ(·, x0) to ẋ = f(x), x0 ∈ M, and every
T ≥ 0, the pointsϕ(t+ T, x0) andϕ(t, x0) converge to each
other ast → ∞. This property has strong implications for
the limit set of ẋ = f(x), as illustrated by the following
proposition. Restricting the analysis to time-invariant systems
ẋ = f(x) for simplicity, we propose a novel result on attractor
analysis by exploiting forward contraction. The result take
advantage of the fact that the horizontal distributionHx in
(55) is invariant along the dynamics of the system, in the sense
of (45) 6.

Proposition 2: [Bendixson’s like criterion] Consider the
systemẋ = f(x) on a smooth manifoldM with f of class
C2, and a forward invariant setC ⊆ M. Given aK functionα
and a candidate horizontal Finsler-Lyapunov function onHx

in (55), suppose that Theorem 4 holds forẋ = f(x). Then,
no solution ofẋ = f(x) in C is a periodic orbit. y

Proof: Suppose that fromx0 ∈ C, the solutionϕ(·, x0)
is a periodic orbit Γ. Then, from the definition ofHx

and the continuity ofV , there existm > 0 such that
m ≤ V (x, f(x)) for each x ∈ Γ (Γ is a compact
set). From (7), the definitionHx, and the fact thatα
is a function of classK, there exists a classKL func-
tion β such thatm ≤ lim

t→∞
V (ψ(t, x0), f(ψ(t, x0))) ≤

lim
t→∞

β(V (ψ(0, x0), f(ψ(0, x0))), t) = 0. A contradiction.

Forward contraction makes contact to a vast body of theory,
primarily motivated by the Jacobian conjecture [9]. Conditions
to establish the absence of periodic orbits are proposed in [48]
(see e.g. Theorem 7) and [31], and are based on specific matrix
measures. The connection to Theorem 1 can be established
along the lines of Section VI. These conditions are generalized
in [25], which connects the absence of periodic orbits to the
contraction of a suitably defined functionalS in the manifold
tangent bundle, as shown in [25, Sections 2 and 3]. In a similar
way, Proposition 2 relates the absence of periodic orbits to
the contraction of a horizontal Finsler-Lyapunov functionV
on Hx = Span{f(x)}. Results on periodic orbits based on
Finsler structures can be found already in the early work of
[27].

6 Using coordinates, take the projectionπx(δx) := σ(x, δx)f(x), where

σ(x, δx) := fT (x)δx

fT (x)f(x)
. To establish (45), note that∂σ(x,δx)

∂x
f(x) +

∂σ(x,δx)
∂δx

∂f(x)
∂x

δx = 0. Therefore, ∂πx(δx)
∂x

f(x) + ∂πx(δx)
δ∂x

∂f(x)
∂x

δx =

σ(x, δx)∂f(x)
∂x

f(x) = ∂f(x)
∂x

πx(δx).
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Under the assumption of boundedness of the solutions to
ẋ = f(x), the absence of periodic orbit induced by the
contraction argument is exploited in the next proposition to
guarantee that a given setA is asymptotically attractive.

Proposition 3: [Asymptotic attractor onC] Consider the
systemẋ = f(x) on a smooth manifoldM with f of class
C2, a forward invariant setC ⊆ M, and a forward invariant
set (attractor)A ⊆ C. Given aK functionα and a candidate
horizontal Finsler-Lyapunov function onHx in (55), suppose
that Theorem 4 holds foṙx = f(x), with the relaxed condition
that (7) holds for eachx ∈ C \ A, and eachδx ∈ Hx. If

• A contains every equilibrium point0 = f(x), x ∈ C;
• for every initial timet0 and every initial conditionx0 ∈ C,

there exists a bounded setUx0 ⊆ M such thatψ(t, x0) ∈
Ux0 for eacht ≥ 0,

then for every initial conditionx0 ∈ C, and every neighbor-
hoodU ⊃ A, there existsT(x0,U) ≥ 0 such thatψ(t, x0) ∈ U
for eacht ≥ T(x0,U). y

Proof: Sinceψ(t, x0) belongs to the bounded setUx0 for
eacht ≥ 0, by [21, Lemma 4.1] it converges to itsω-limit set,
given by the compact and forward invariant setω+(x0) :=
{x ∈ M|x = lim

n→∞
ψ(tn, x0) wheretn ∈ R≥0 → ∞ asn→

∞}. Note that if lim
t→∞

ψ(t, x0) = x∗ ∈ C then, by hypothesis,

x∗ belongs toA ⊂ U . Thereforeω+(x0)\A does not contains
equilibria. We prove by contradiction thatω+(x0) ⊆ A.

Suppose thatω+(x0) ∩ A = ∅. By compactness of
ω+(x0), the definition of Hx, and the continuity ofV ,
there existm > 0 such thatm ≤ V (x, f(x)) for each
x ∈ ω+(x0). Consider the solutionψ(·, x) whose initial
condition x ∈ ω+(x0). From (7), the definitionHx, and
the fact thatα is a function of classK, there exists a class
KL function β such thatm ≤ lim

t→∞
V (ψ(t, x), f(ψ(t, x))) ≤

lim
t→∞

β(V (ψ(0, x), f(ψ(0, x))), t) = 0. A contradiction.

Suppose thatω+(x0) ∩ A 6= ∅ and ω+(x0) 6⊆ A.
By the same argument used above, there exists
a sequence of tk ∈ R≥0 such that tk → ∞
as k → ∞ such that V (ψ(tk, x), f(ψ(tk, x))) ≥
m > 0 but lim

k→∞
V (ψ(tk, x), f(ψ(tk, x))) ≤

lim
k→∞

β(V (ψ(0, x), f(ψ(0, x))), tk) = 0. A contradiction.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

The paper introduces a differential Lyapunov framework for
the analysis of incremental stability, a property of interest in
a number applications of nonlinear systems theory. Our main
result extends the classical Lyapunov theorem from stability
to incremental stability by lifting the Lyapunov function in
the tangent bundle. In addition to classical Lyapunov condi-
tions, Finsler-Lyapunov functions endow the state space with
a Finsler differentiable structure. Through integration along
curves, the construction of a Finsler-Lyapunov function, alocal
object, implicitly provides the construction of a decreasing
distance between solutions, a global object.

The study of global distances through local metrics is the
essence of Finsler geometry, a generalization of Riemannian
geometry. Several examples and applications in the paper
suggest that the Finsler differentiable structure is indeed the

natural framework for contraction analysis, unifying in a natu-
ral way earlier contributions restricted either to a Riemannian
framework [26], [2] or to matrix measures of contraction
[39], [50]. In the same way, the formulation of the results on
differentiable manifolds rather than in Euclidean spaces is not
for the mere sake of generality but motivated by the fact that
global incrementally stability questions arising in applications
involve nonlinear spaces as a rule rather than as an exception.

A central motivation to bridge Lyapunov theory and con-
traction analysis is to provide contraction analysis with the
whole set of system-theoretic tools derived from Lyapunov
theory. The present paper only illustrates this program with
LaSalle’s Invariance principle but we expect many further gen-
eralizations of Lyapunov theory to carry out in the proposed
framework. This includes the use of asymptotic methods such
as averaging theory or singular perturbation theory (see e.g.
the result [10] ), and, most importantly, the use of contraction
analysis for the study of open and interconnected systems.
The original motivation for the present paper was to developa
differential framework for incremental dissipativity [4], [18],
[51] - differential dissipativity- which will be the topic of
a separate paper (see e.g. [13], [14] for preliminary results
developed while the current paper was under review).

Although a straightforward extension of contraction, the
concept of horizontal contraction introduced in this paper
illustrates the potential of contraction analysis in areasonly
partially explored to date. Primarily, it provides the natural
differential geometric framework to study contraction in sys-
tems with symmetries, disregarding variations in the symmetry
directions where no contraction is expected. Problems suchas
synchronization, coordination, observer design, and tracking
all involve a notion of horizontal contraction rather than con-
traction. The notion of forward contraction, which corresponds
to the particular case of selecting the vector field to span the
horizontal distribution, connects the proposed frameworkto an
entirely distinct theory which seeks to characterize asymptotic
behaviors by Bendixson type of criteria, excluding periodic
orbits or forcing convergence to equilibrium sets [25].

Overall, we anticipate a number of interesting developments
beyond the basic theory presented in this paper and we hope
that the proposed differential framework will facilitate further
bridges between differential geometry and Lyapunov theory, a
continuing source of inspiration for nonlinear control.
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